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Abstract. The main goal of this paper is to construct some combined predictions for
the inflation rate in Romania, by using only the individual forecasts of two experts. The
predictions provided during 2004-2014 were used in constructing the new forecasts. Several
schemes of combination were employed: equally weighted scheme, a scheme with weights that
weights depend on the inverse of averages square forecast errors and the Aggregated
Forecast Through Exponential Re-weighting (AFTER) algorithm. The combined predictions
based on these schemes improved the degree of accuracy of the forecasts made by the second
expert during 2010-2013, but only an empirical combination based on the weights from 2009
improved also the first expert predictions for inflation rate in Romania.
Key-words: forecasts, Aggregated Forecast Through Exponential Re-weighting,
inflation rate
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1. Introduction
The importance of combining predictions in order to get more accurate forecasts is
well-established in literature, many researches demonstrating the utility of this approach in the
last 50 years, especially the works of Granger and his colleagues (Bates and Granger(1969)).
In this paper combined predictions were proposed for the inflation rate in Romania.
The individual predictions are the forecasts made by two experts. Several schemes of
combination were employed: equally weighted scheme, a scheme with weights that are
inversely correlated with mean square error and the Aggregated Forecast Through
Exponential Re-weighting algorithm.
After a short literature review, the combination schemes are presented and the new
forecasts are provided for inflation rate in Romania during 2010-2014. The ex-post evaluation
was made for predictions during 2010-2013. The last section concludes.
2. Literature review
Many articles have shown that the forecasts combination performs better compared to
individual predictions, among them being the papers of Timmermann(2006), Altavilla and De
Grauwe (2010), Chen and Yang(2007), Clark and McCracken(2009) and Taylor(2010).
However, we have to be careful in stating the conclusions, because the ex-post evaluation of
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combined forecasts is not enough. The unstable character of individual forecasts makes us to
consider the aspects regarding the selection of the model in a simulated ex-ante approach.
Individual prediction methods based on various approaches bring essential information
by including different characteristics of the data and they allow the combination technique to
benefit from these important characteristics, as Armstrong (2001) showed. The methods
proposed by Bates and Granger(1969) supposed a linear combination of two forecasts, but
Granger(1989) considered n predictions using a regression model in constructing the
combined prediction. Walz and Walz(1989) proposed a Bayesian approach of combining
forecasts by using a multiple regression. Goodwin(2000) made a comparison of combined
predictions with two integration techniques.
De Menezes et al.(2000) employed the arithmetic mean, which is still frequently used
in literature. The authors studied 3 characteristics of the prediction errors: correlation,
variance and skewness. Marques(2006) also used the arithmetic mean and the weighted
average based on the inverse of mean square error. Martins(2011) showed that combined
forecasts perform better than the least variance. Werner and Ribeiro(2006) and
Jorgensen(2007) recommended the use of subjective technique of combination based on
intuition and knowledge. Werner(2005) analyzed subjective combined predictions, showing
that these predictions depend on forecasting context and particular characteristics of the
predictors. The combined techniques used by Shen et al.(2008) are: minimum variance
method, simple average and discounted mean square forecast error method.
Romer and Romer(2008) verified if policymakers have useful information in
predicting domain by using a regression model:
 =  +   + 



+



 - actual value of the variable
 - staff prediction
 - policymaker prediction
If  is statistically different from zero and positive, conditional on staff prediction,
the inflation rate is higher when the policymaker prediction is higher. This shows that
policymakers add value to the staff anticipations.
Poncella et al. (2011) made a comparison of 4 techniques of combination: dynamic
factor models, the most important elements, sliced inverse regression and partial least squares.
Hsiao and Wan(2011) made two corrections of the combination based on simple mean,
making comparison of models in scenarios. Martins and Werner(2012) identified differences
in the predictions accuracy when the errors correlation was considered or not. They compared
the individual predictions with the combined ones based on simple mean and minimum
variance without and with correlation.
Bjørnland et al. (2012) proposed a system for proving inflation rate predictions in
Norway. The weights used in making the forecasts combination are determined from the
models’ performance. By using a trimmed weight mean the performance of inflation rate
forecasts provided by the Norges Bank was improved.
Bordignon, Bunn, Lisi and Nan (2013) considered how well the combined predictions
can be used to forecast the electricity prices. The results show that the combining technique
improved the accuracy from the risk management and planning perspectives.
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3. Combining experts predictions of inflation rate in Romania
()

( )

()

A forecast combination that starts from K alternative predictors ( ,  , … ,  ) of
the variable  and it is based on the information that is available till (t-1) period is written as:
()

 = ∑
  ∙ 

(1)

The vector denoted by  optimizes a certain criterion, the weights  being timevarying or constant.
Several researches, like those of Stock and Watson(2004) or Smith and Wallis(2009),
concluded that the best solution is the use of an equally weighted average for determining the
combining weights. This solution is recommended because of the effect of small sample error.

The number of predictors decreases in this case (K’) and the weight is computed as  =  .
In the traditional approach of Bates and Granger(1969) the weights depend on the
inverse of averages square forecast errors. This implies that the models associated with lower
forecast errors receive higher weights:
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where # − %&'(), (*, = * − * , , = , 0 ≤ , ≤ 1 and ∑
 , = 1.
A recent adaptive method (Aggregated Forecast Through Exponential Re-weightingAFTER) was employed by Yang(2004), where the weights are computed recursively:
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∑8 ( which is the estimator of forecast variance.
8 * *,
This algorithm has a modified variant called AFTER-S, that was proposed by
Sanchez(2008). He adapted the combination faster to various situations by including a
forgetting factor.
The dataset used in this study is represented by the forecasts of inflation rate on the
horizon 2004-2014. Taking into account the historical predictions from 2004-2009, new
forecasts are made by applying the combining technique for a period that covers the crisis
years 2010-2014.
Table 1: Combined forecasts for inflation rate (%) in Romania based on experts
anticipations (2010-2014)
Year
Equally weight Inverse scheme AFTER
Actual values
scheme
algorithm
2010
6,30
6,27
6,23
6,09
2011
4,45
4,26
4,08
5,8
2012
2,90
2,87
2,82
3,33
2013
3,68
3,33
2,83
3,98
2014
3,36
3,04
2,8 Source: own computations
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For assessing the ex-post accuracy of the predictions several measures are used: mean
error, mean absolute error, root mean square error, U1 and U2 Theil’s coefficients.
Table 2: Accuracy of individual and combined forecasts for inflation rate (%) in
Romania (2010-2013)
Inverse
AFTER
Accuracy
Expert
1 Expert
2 Equally
scheme
algorithm
indicator
predictions
forecasts
weight
scheme
ME
-0,042
0,975
0,466
0,619
0,807
MAE
0,556
1,030
0,571
0,709
0,879
RMSE
0,608
1,273
0,731
0,874
1,066
U1
0,0761
0,1938
0,1015
0,1250
0,1577
U2
0,1510
0,3269
0,1858
0,2233
0,2734
Source: own computations
All the proposed combined forecasts outperformed the second expert forecasts on the
horizon 2010-2013, according to the values of ME, MAE and RMSE. The combined
predictions and of the second forecaster ones are underestimated, while those proposed by the
first expert are overestimated. Equally weighted scheme performed better than all the other
forecasting methods. However, all the combined predictions outperformed the naïve ones,
according to the values of U2 that are less than 1. U1 values are under 0.25 indicating a
reasonable degree of accuracy.
As we can see the first expert predicted better the inflation rate in Romania. Therefore,
a higher weight is given to these predictions. Therefore, new weights are computed by taking
into consideration the linear combination from 2009, the previous year before the forecasts
origin.
 ??@ =  , ??@ + (1 −  ) , ??@ (4)
X1- prediction of the first expert
X2- prediction of the second expert
Table 3: Combined predictions based on the weights from 2009
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Weights from
Actual values
2009
6,40
6,09
5,09
5,8
3,00
3,33
4,85
3,98
6,40
Source: own computations

Table 4: Accuracy of combined forecasts for inflation rate (%) in Romania based on
weights from 2009 (2010-2013)
Accuracy
indicator
ME
MAE

Expert
1 Expert
predictions
forecasts
-0,042
0,556

2 Scheme based
on
weights
from 2009
0,975
-0,033
1,030
0,554
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1,273
0,608
Source: own computations

0,603

According to accuracy indicators, a small improvement was brought to predictions
based on first expert by keeping the weights from 2009, the year when the economic crisis
started in Romania. The prognoses remain overestimated, due to the high weight given to
forecasts based first expert in the combination.
4. Conclusions
In this paper some combined forecasts were proposed for the inflation rate in
Romania. Several schemes of combination were employed: equally weighted scheme, a
scheme with weights that are inversely correlated with mean square error and the Aggregated
Forecast Through Exponential Re-weighting algorithm.
The combined predictions based on these schemes improved the degree of accuracy
of the anticipations of second expert during 2010-2013, but only our empirical combination
based on the weights from 2009 improved also the first expert predictions. A future research
could include other combination techniques.
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